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Get behind the scenes of Tokyo 2020 and discover how Omega makes the history of sport by pursuing relentless innovation in time measurement since the 1932 Olympic Games.
Winning At The Olympic Games: ‘It’s A Question Of Time,’ Says Omega
Space electronics devices are becoming smaller and more complex, which is putting pressure on designers to move to plastic packaging, and invest in new test and upscreening technologies.
The evolving world of radiation-hardened electronics for space
Gulf, Conex Bänninger, Middle East, says there is so much more to value engineering than merely cutting costs Across the construction industry, many of us use the term ‘value engineering’. In fact, it ...
Opinion: The impact of true value engineering
You thought it was about balloons. Instead, it’s one of the most strategic gases in the world… And we’re running out of it. Helium was discovered at the beginning of the last century, and the US ...
Can The World As We Know It Survive Without Helium?
Regulations and compliance are inconsistent and often inadequate, but adding better security boosts cost and impacts performance and power.
IoT Security: Confusing And Fragmented
Today, the Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering at Harvard University and Boston's Brigham and Women Hospital (Brigham) announce their newly founded Diagnostic Accelerator ...
Harvard's Wyss Institute and Brigham and Women's Hospital launch diagnostic accelerator
But what struck General Richard B. Myers was something else ... “But since al Qaeda, as we found out with the World Trade Center in New York City, never quite give up on an idea, it’s not something ...
When the Next Animal Plague Hits, Can This Lab Stop It?
PPG (NYSE:PPG) today announced the appointment of LG Tackett as vice president, global operations, industrial segment, effective August 9. Reporting to Rebecca Liebert, ...
PPG Appoints LG Tackett as Vice President, Global Operations, Industrial Segment
Mass timber was growing exponentially before the pandemic. That trend appears likely to continue, as nonresidential construction gets back on track.
The Pandemic And Soaring Lumber Costs Have Not Deterred Developers From Considering Mass Timber
Walkabout Resources has awarded contracts to Tanzanian engineering firm TNR to provide bulk earthworks and civil engineering services for the Lindi Jumbo graphite project. The $5.6m bulk earthworks ...
Walkabout awards contracts to Tanzania’s TNR for graphite project
Today, the Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering at Harvard University and Boston's Brigham and Women Hospital (Brigham) announce their newly founded Diagnostic Accelerator ...
New Brigham–Wyss Diagnostic Accelerator could enable fast creation of diagnostic technologies
A handful of engineering, utilities and water infrastructure projects have been approved by the Lake County commissioners in unanimous measure, including a resolution for a water main replacement at E ...
Lake County commissioners OK water line projects, landfill work
Collaboration eases industry transition towards open and virtualised radio network architectures Analog Devices, Inc. (Nasdaq: ADI) and Keysight Technologies, Inc. (NYSE: KEYS) have announced a ...
Analog Devices and Keysight Collaborate to Speed Development of O-RAN Solutions
The oft-maligned loan servicer’s decision will increase pressure to extend the pause on student loan payments, perhaps into next year.
FedLoan, a handler of millions of federal student loans, won’t renew its contract.
Quantum Corporation announced software veteran Ross Fujii will advance the company’s transformation and growth strategy by stepping into a new role as General Manager of Emerging Markets ...
Quantum appoints Ross Fujii as general manager to accelerate software distribution model and drive growth in emerging markets
Demand for more powerful, flexible but simple integrated security and site management solutions - in applications including data centers, healthcare, banking, and critical infrastructure – ...
IDIS and Inner Range tech partnership expands integration options for enterprise sites
Considering all round development activities of Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd (China) , Qualcomm, Inc. (United States) , FinGenius Ltd. (United Kingdom) , General Vision, Inc. (United States ...
AI Chipset Market Is Thriving Worldwide with General Vision, Qualcomm, FinGenius, MediaTek
Engineering specialist ... fusion technology. The General Fusion project is an important step to bringing the benefits of zero-carbon fusion energy to the world. The Fusion Demonstration Plant ...
Nuclear fusion commission for engineering business
at its annual general meeting Thursday. The JioPhone Next will be an “ultra-affordable 4G smartphone,” claimed Ambani, though he didn’t reveal the price or the hardware specifications of the ...
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